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1.0 INTRODUCTION

By letter dated August 21, 1990, Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
(WCN0C) submitted the report " Rod Exchange Methodology for Startup Physics
Testing" (Ref. 1). The report describes WCNOC's methodology and techniques
for determining control and shutdown bank reactivity using the rod swap
method, it also includes benchmark data to support the proposed methods as
well as the review and acceptance criteria to be used. Additional information
was submitted by letter dated February 26, 1992 (Ref. 2).

The report contains comparisons of calculate. and measured data for Wolf Creek
Cycles 1, 3 and 5. Cycle 6 data and additional information were submitted in
the February 26, 1992 letter.

Control and shutdown bank reactivity worth testing is part of the normal
reload physics testing sequence at nuclear power plants. The main purpose of
the bank worth testing is to validate the cycle specific core models used to
design the reload, especially in terms of shutdown margin. The measurement
conditions are not those used in the accident analysis but comparison of
measured and predicted rod worths for a known set of conditions gives
assurance that rod worths and the shutdown margin predicted for the worst
conditions are accurate.

The traditional method of rod worth measurement is boron dilution. Starting;

i from an all-rods-out configuration, the bank is inserted a few steps at a time
|

and the reactor is kept critical by diluting the boron concentration. The
first control bank is inserted until it is fully inserted and then the

.

procedure is repeated for the next bank. A reactivity computer is also used|
to measure the reactivity change at each position. The reactivity worth of

i

the bank is the sum of all the reactivity changes recorded by the reactivity'

computer. The worth of the bank is also equal to the difference in boron
concentrations f-om the bank fully-withdrawn to fully-inserted positions.
Usually about half of the banks are measured when using this method.

An alternative method of rod worth measurement is called rod swap or rod
exchange. In this method the calculated highest worth bank, called the
reference bank, is measured by boron dilution and the remaining banks, called
test banks, are measured by " swapping" the test bank with the reference bank.
The critical position of each measurement is the reference bank position when
the test bank is fully inserted. This is an indirect wethod in that it does
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not measure the worth of banks in combination (i.e., banks D + C + C + A). i

Rod swap does have some advantages over boron dilution, however. It does not
require the large change in boron concentration and subsequent processing of
thousands of gallons of water. It is less time consuming and thus all banks
can be measured in much less time than it would take to measure one half the
banks by boron dilution. i

2.0 EVALVATI0ti
t

The methodology proposed by WCfiOC is equivalent to methods previously approved
for other utilities (Refs. 3 and 4). Although certain calculational sequences
and data manipulations may differ, the nethods are fundamentally the same, in
terms of the number of measurements taken and the conservatism of the
acceptance / review criteria.

Rod swap measurements were taken at Wolf C*eek during the Cycles 1, 3, 5 and 6
startups. For Cycle: 1, 5 and 6, all nine banks were measured. For Cycle 3,
eight banks were measu mi. Comparisons are made between measured and t

piedicted rod worths for she rod swap measuremnts, as well as between boron
dilution and rod swap resuits when boron dilution data was available. The
absolute average of the differences between measured and predicted was 3.73
percent for boron dilution and 4.57 percrnt for the rod swap data. These
numbers are well withis, the normally acceptable 10 percent for such
measurements.

The Wolf Creek Cycle 6 rod swap results showed less deviation between measured
and pradicted than the vendor results for the same cycle. The rod swap
benchmark data demonstrates that the WCliOC's methodology is accurate in
performing calculations necessary for the rod swap technique. These
comparisons confirm that Wolf Creek's rod swap methodology is equivalent to
boron dilution in terms of validation of design models.

Although direct comparison of rod swap measurements against design
calculations is the primary validation technique, other types of comparisons
using the same methodologies provide additional validation. All physics
measurements are generally impacted by the same set of core parameters (i.e.,
power distribution, baron concentration,' cross sections, etc.). WCf10C has
provided additional benchmarking comparisons in their topical report on Steady
State Core Physics Methodology. These comparisons include hot zero power
boron endpoints, reactivity cuefficients, boron letdown, and in-core detector
reaction rates for burrup points throughout the cycle. All of these
comparisons showed resuits-within acceptance p eria. In almost all cases
the agreement was excellent, nearly always uthh 5 percent. This further
confirms WCfiOC's ability to perform the calculations necessary for rod swap.

|

| WCt40C's proposed review end acceptance criteria structure is fundamentally the
same as that approved for other utilities. In the event that WCf40C provides:

| the data for rod exchange and another organization performs the reload safety
evaluation, WCf10C will perform additional corparisons to ensure that

|

|
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adequate shutdown margin is maintained in the reload design. Such comparisons
will be made both before and after the physics tests.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

|

The WCNOC rod swap methodology is essentially the same as those approved for
other utilities. Rod swap benchm pk data comparing predictions and
measurements show excellent agreement. Additional physics parameter
comparisons further add to the validity of the methodolcgy. The acceptance
and review criteria as proposed by the licensee are acceptable, since they are
the same as those previously approved for other utilities. Based on the
above, we find the rod swap methodology as presented in the report and the
additional information acceptable for use by the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Corporation for the Wolf Creek Generating Station. As is always the case with
approval of the use of rod swap, all banks, both control ar.d shutdown, must be
measured each cycle.
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